
M E D I A  P A C K



Welcome to the exciting world of Overlode, the debut title from Ablizmo Games! We're thrilled to 
introduce you to this groundbreaking game, and we believe it has the potential to be a game-changer in 
the industry. 

Before we dive into the nitty-gritty, we invite you to explore our comprehensive website at 
www.overlode.game. Here, you'll unearth a wealth of information about Overlode. Delve into the game's 
intricacies, systems, and assets, all presented by the designer/director.

Campaign Map - Featuring Planet Karxas

Battle across 3 stunning planets and 11 biomes of combat nodes and other roguelike elements.

http://www.overlode.game
http://www.overlode.game


Ablizmo Games is a passionate and innovative game development studio. Overlode is our debut title, and 
it's not just a game for us; it's a dream realized. We've put our hearts and souls into crafting an experience 
that we hope will leave a lasting mark in the gaming community. With Overlode, we aspire to embark on a 
journey of growth and collaboration with the gaming community for many years to come.

We are a pioneering independent  
game studio with aspirations to create  

future classics

Don't blame us if you get addicted. It's the game mechanics' fault.



Overlode fuses intense action with deep strategy in a highly accessible way. It's a concoction of stunning 
visuals and immersive audio, and a journey that will both challenge and reward players in equal measure.

Increasing Damage Increases Blast And Shot SizeManage Active Squad Of 4 + 4 Reserves

Gain Experience Through Merit, Increasing Character Stats Play Cards Directly Onto The Battlefield In Real-Time

Intense Firefights Across Randomly Generated Combat Nodes Keep The Harvester Alive And Extract The Azmonite



Overlode offers a dynamic gaming experience that combines the best of 
action and strategy genres. You'll engage in thrilling battles, make strategic 
decisions, and witness your choices shape the outcome of each match.

The game is staged across 3 meticulously crafted planets with 11 diverse biomes, each presenting unique 
challenges and opportunities. Explore sandy canyons, frozen peaks, lush jungles, and more as you uncover 
the secrets of Planet Karxas and far beyond.

D yn am i c  G am e p l a y

E x t e n s i ve  Wor l d - B u i l d in g

Unlock Content For Future Runs Through Random Event Nodes

Planet Karxas - 4 Biome

Planet Goravorn - 4 Biome

Planet Ragnar - 3 Biome

Cave Biome - In Game Sandy Canyon Biome - In Game



Bid farewell to the world where only turn-based deckbuilders exist. Overlode introduces real-time 
deckbuilding, allowing you to experience and appreciate the distinct advantages of both platforms like 
never before.

Pick up as much extra loot as you can while in combat to maximize your end-game potential. Every 
item can turn the tide of battle.

R e al - T i m e  D eck b u i l d in g

Spend Your Hard-Earned Azmonite Wisely To Adapt Your Deck

Examples Of Final Card Art



Overlode's combat system is deeply strategic yet highly accessible. From squad composition to real-time 
deckbuilding, the design scope we've been able to achieve is truly groundbreaking.

Our custom dynamic mixing system, original soundtracks, 
professional voice acting, and incredible sound effects are all 
crafted to provide an immersive gaming experience. Crank up the 
volume and get ready to be transported to another world!

Face off against a wide array of Arkinid enemies, each with unique 
abilities and challenges. From Grunts to Arkinid Primes, you'll need 
to adapt your strategies to survive.

T act i c al  C o m b a t

I mm er s i ve  S ou n d S c a p e

D i ver se  A r k in i d  F o e s

OST Combat Collection

Re-Roll Your Loot Choices To Maximize Your Potential

Diverse Arkinid Foes - In Game



Overlode is venturing into uncharted territory in the gaming industry, much like Ablizmo Games itself. It 
offers a fresh take on multiple popular established genres and pushes the capabilities of the Unity engine 
it was made on.

If you love our vision and wish to witness more of our games in the future, we require your support today 
to propel Overlode into the market.

Ablizmo Games is dedicated to fostering a robust and thriving gaming community for Overlode. We firmly 
believe that by collaborating together, we can shape the game's future to resonate with a broad player 
audience.

Select, lead, and rescue a squad of genetically enhanced human clone warriors in fast-paced real-
time combat.

I n nov a t i on

T h e  E m er ge nce  o f  an  I n d i e  D evel o p er

C o mm u n i t y  C ol l ab or a t i on

Genetically Hardened Human Clone Warriors



To support your coverage of Overlode, we've assembled a folder with essential logos and assets that can 
be of assistance. For an extensive selection of promotional content, including concept images, renders, 
and 3D models, that truly showcases the dedication and hard work of our team, we invite you to explore 
our website at www.overlode.game. Feel free to use any of these resources for your promotional needs, or 
request anything else you may need directly. Link To Media Resources

Leverage hotkeys 1-5 and the QWER keys for swift card selection and character movement, allowing 
you to stay immersed in the heat of battle.

Gunship Asset - In Game

Windy Peak Biome  - In Game Swamp Biome  - In Game

http://www.overlode.game
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1A1tcQJJK44Xl8fMKo1BUw7Ak70CYPYAo?usp=sharing
http://www.overlode.game
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1A1tcQJJK44Xl8fMKo1BUw7Ak70CYPYAo?usp=sharing


We believe in open communication and staying connected with our community and influencers. If you have 
any questions, feedback, or just want to say hello, feel free to reach out to us. Here's how you can get in 
touch and stay updated on all things Overlode:

 Official Overlode DEVELOPER Reports: 
 www.overlode.game/about 

 Official Overlode Website:  
 www.overlode.game/ 

 Official Ablizmo Website:  
 www.ablizmo.com/ 

 Official Merch Store:  
 www.overlode.game/shop 
 
 Official Media:  
 www.overlode.game/media 

 Official News:  
 www.overlode.game/news 

 Check out the Fandom Wiki:  
 overlode.fandom.com/wiki/Overlode_Wiki

While demanding substantial energy to sustain, Blue can spawn a swarm of lethal drones with 
limited lifespans and explosive potential.

We b s i t e s

Gunship Hanger  - In Game

Lava Biome  - In Game

Jungle Biome  - In GameIcy Cave Biome  - In Game
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http://www.overlode.game/media
http://www.overlode.game/news
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http://www.overlode.game/about
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https://overlode.fandom.com/wiki/Overlode_Wiki


 Facebook 
 www.facebook.com/OverlodeTheGame 

 Instagram 
 www.instagram.com/overlodethegame 
  
 YouTube  
 www.youtube.com/@AblizmoGames-gl8tv

 Contact 
 contact@ablizmo.com 
  
 Marketing 
 marketing@ablizmo.com 
   
 Jobs 
 jobs@ablizmo.com

S o c i al s

E ma i l
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Press Space to Play, Slow, and Pause Combat if things get intense or you want to inspect cards. 

Master MOBA-style keyboard binds, elevating your skills. 

Hold Alt to see the current attack range of selected character. 

Experience an incredible collection of original combat beats, fueling your gaming sessions. 

Unlock content for future runs through Random Event Nodes and Ascension Levels 

Witnessing your squad of clones fend off attacks can be really entertaining. 

Strategically spend your hard-earned Azmonite to optimize your potential in shops and using re-rolls. 

Craft a new style of deck you never even considered before. 

Every shot can miss its target - and hit something else. 

Deploy turrets and barriers for tower defense-style combat. 

Guarding your harvester at all costs is the ultimate objective. 

Actively play cards, spend shields reserves, and amplify a weapons power or change it’s effect. 

Unleash skill shots, buffs, combos, and deployables as part of creative combat strategies all in real 
time using cards. 

Have up to 4 Active Squad Members and 4 Reserves. 

Manage your Med Bay and keep your squad alive. Losing squad members makes corresponding cards 
of that color unavailable to play. 

Survive three consecutive planets to unlock higher Run difficulties, pushing your limits with endless 
Ascension Levels becoming the ultimate high score measure.


